
A Complete Service Assurance Solution

The ReliaTel Monitoring and Management Solution for converged communications 

infrastructures and VoIP Quality of Service is the ideal platform to gain centralized and

pro-active visibility and control over the entire Avaya Aura Unified Communications and 

Collaboration environment. 

The ReliaTel advantage for Avaya platforms includes a comprehensive solution that monitors 

and manages the entire Avaya ecosystem and includes, but is not limited to, Avaya Aura, 

Avaya legacy technologies, 3rd party components such as Session Border Controllers, and 

the underlying data and server infrastructure.

The unique approach to monitoring both voice and data infrastructures is a key component of 

why ReliaTel is the single platform needed for monitoring Avaya's TDM and Aura Unified 

Communications and Collaboration networks. ReliaTel expertly monitors and maintains 

Avaya communications networks through off-the-shelf libraries (Foundation Kits), which 

connect, extract, alarm, notify, access and report on Avaya technologies. Whether you are 

monitoring a Definity, Media Server or related messaging device, ReliaTel provides a unified 

monitoring platform to easily integrate the management of both your existing and evolving 

communications infrastructure.
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ReliaTel is widely deployed across Enterprises, Contact Centers, and Managed Service 

Providers worldwide who are realizing the bottom line business benefits of managing and 

maintaining both network and service performance to: 

As a service assurance solution, ReliaTel meets the operational needs of organizations 

through a comprehensive platform encompassing:

+Lower mean time to repair +Audit user activity

+Reduce operating costs +Define, maintain and track SLAs

+Optimize user workflow +Automate operational processes 

Managed Service Providers 
and Enterprises report 
ReliaTel delivers proven 
business value:

“Reduced overall mean-

time-to-repair by 27%"

"Decreased engineering 
backlog by 50%" 

“Increased client 
satisfaction rates to 95%”

“Saved over $84,000 in the 
first year of utilization” 

+Centralized fault management

+Advanced notification with escalation rules

+Real-time dashboards

+Real-time VoIP QoS analysis

+Performance management reporting for data 
analysis, historical performance and trend analysis

+Troubleshooting tools such as centralized access to 
devices and prioritized traceroute

+Automation for advanced data extraction and 
scripting routine actions

The Complete Solution for Intelligent Monitoring and Management of the Entire Avaya Ecosystem
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ReliaTel's visibility across the Avaya communication and collaboration platform spans the array of technologies throughout the 

TDM, VoIP, and UC&C environments:

Legacy infrastructures include:

+All variations of G1, G2, G3, Prologix Definity systems

+Intuity Audix/Octel

Avaya Aura Communications environments include:

+Media servers series S8100, S8300, S8500, 

S8700, S8800

+Media gateways series G150, G250, G350, 

G430, G450, G600, G650, G700, G860

+Avaya Aura Communications Manager

+Avaya Modular Messenger

+Avaya System Manager

+Avaya Session Manager

+Application Enablement Services (AES)

+SIP Enablement Services (SES)

+Agile Communications Environment (ACE)

+Avaya IP Office

+Call Management System (CMS)

ReliaTel monitors diverse Avaya infrastructures through a wide variety of data acquisition techniques, such as direct IP 

access, SSH, SNMP, RTCP and dial-up to INAD modems, providing high levels of versatility to fit any environment. 

ReliaTel Supported Avaya Infrastructures

ReliaTel Avaya Aura Fault Management
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Monitoring both infrastructure and VoIP QoS faults is made easier using the ReliaTel off-the-shelf libraries (Foundation Kits) for each 

unique Avaya device monitored. ReliaTel Foundation Kits comprise the necessary alerts, severities, connection types, automation 

events and knowledge base entries “out of the box”. ReliaTel's Foundation Kits reduce system, device and client activation times.
 
ReliaTel delivers centralized fault management for Avaya Aura environments, providing a single pane of glass for all alarms related 

to both the Avaya Aura technologies and the 3rd party systems such as SBCs and IVRs, that encompass the entire communications 

ecosystem. ReliaTel fault management provides visibility over and diagnostics for:

+ +Traffic faults

+ +Operating system faults VoIP QoS faults

+ +Aura application specific faults Trunk faults (Reported reactively by the device

+ or proactively polled by ReliaTel)Network connectivity faults

Hardware faults

Included with every ReliaTel Avaya Aura management solution is a 

complete library of all the generally available alarms and alarm 

combinations generated by the Aura platform, enabling staff to:

+Override the default severity generated by the device, thus ensuring 

that either noise is reduced or device-reported minor alerts can be 

escalated in severity

+Enable/disable specific Avaya Maintenance Object alerts as needed

+"Blacklist" unique alarms to reduce the “noise” by ensuring that 

Maintenance Objects are still reported for alarms, but disabled for 

specific boards
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ReliaTel's VoIP QoS solution for Avaya Aura provides a comprehensive solution to ensure the end-to-end QoS performance of 

Avaya Aura users’ voice quality. ReliaTel VoIP QoS analysis comprises a complete solution for:
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ReliaTel Avaya Aura Knowledge Base

ReliaTel Avaya Aura Real-Time VoIP QoS Analysis

ReliaTel's Knowledge Base provides an instant look-up of recommended actions to resolve Avaya Aura-specific alarms 

generated by each unique device. The Knowledge Base is delivered off-the-shelf with Avaya Aura-specific recommended 

actions, and also allows operations staff to add internal intelligence to the system-defined recommended actions. The 

Knowledge Base portal enables Tier1 staff to address alarms more rapidly, accurately, and deeply through:

+Both system and user defined recommended actions

+Documentation unique to the device, device type or 
network segment

+Actions for ping and trace routing to the device

+Alarm trends on the recurring behavior of the alarm on the 
unique device

+Access to centralized logs displaying every message 
retrieved from the device 

+Real-time QoS dashboards +QoS trend views

+User active call views +Interactive historical call views for drill-down analysis

+QoS thresholds for alarming +End-user QoS records correlated to CDR records

Data collected from every IP hardphone, IP softphone and gateway provides 

the necessary statistics to collect, analyze and compute the following key QoS 

metrics for every RTP stream associated to a voice conversation:

+Mean opinion score MOS +Endpoint extension and IP address

+Packet loss +Packet priority

+Latency +R-factor

+Jitter +Call settings such as echo cancellation 

and silence suppression+Jitter buffer delays

+Call path statistics when available+Codec

Analyzing end user real-time VoIP QoS results requires a powerful reporting 

solution that allows operational users to quickly identify and filter QoS records. 

ReliaTel provides a comprehensive reporting solution for real-time VoIP QoS 

analysis that allows users to analyze raw “bad-calls” and aggregated QoS records. 

The reporting engine filters on any combination of 60+ metrics per QoS record to 

identify calling patterns for situations such as:

+QoS records originating/terminating to specific extensions and/or IP-addresses

+Calls with excessive average QoS values

+Calls with excessive peak QoS value such as MOS, Packet Loss, Latency, Jitter, etc.

+Short duration conversations with excessive QoS values

+Trends on QoS performance by collector, endpoint or gateways

+Many more...
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The ReliaTel comprehensive visibility of the overall Avaya Aura environment includes a complete suite of Performance 

Management reports that centralize the analysis of traffic usage within the Avaya Aura PBXs.  Applications of ReliaTel's 

Performance Management reports range from capacity planning analysis of traffic to auditing the PBX infrastructure.
 
Performance Management reports for Avaya Aura include the following key metrics:

+Trunk usage

+Traffic usage

+Traffic capacity planning

+CDR reporting (Correlated to the QoS

 records for the user endpoint calls)

+Audit of system ports and boards

+DSP usage for VoIP traffic

+Attendant usage
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ReliaTel Avaya Aura Performance Management Reporting

ReliaTel Key Business Benefits 

Business Enabling Technology to Ensure Convergence Success and ROI:

+Manages Broader, Deeper Range of Convergence Technologies and Service Factors

+Increases VoIP and Convergence Service Levels, Quality, Availability, and Reliability

+Manages all TDM, VoIP, UC and IP Telephony Platforms, plus IT Networks

Maximizes Total Cost of Ownership While Driving Strategic Business Objectives: 

+Provides Unified Solution Across the Environment, Eliminating Multiple Proprietary Tools

+Reduces NOC Overhead and Operational Costs, Lowers VoIP and UC Support Costs 

+Integrates with Existing OSS Tools, Ticketing, Network Management Systems

Ensures IP Voice Quality, Network Performance, and Communications Service Levels:

+Increases Real-time Operational Visibility and Control

+Manages Faults, Events, Metrics, SLAs, QoS, QoE

+Knowledge Base Educates: Expands Staff Expertise and Ability to Support VoIP Network

+Speeds Diagnostics, Mean Time to Repair, Increases Accuracy of Resolutions 

+Automates Maintenance and Recovery Processes, Improves Support Productivity 

+Provides Key Quality, Performance, Capacity, CDR, Traffic Analytics and Reporting

About Tone Software Corporation

TONE SOFTWARE is a global provider of network monitoring and management solutions for converged telecommunications 

and IT infrastructures. TONE's ReliaTel provides a unified approach for managing converged communications, supporting the 

industry's leading devices, networks and environments from multiple vendors on multiple platforms. 

California, TBased in Anaheim, ONE is a privately-held corporation dedicated to delivering quality solutions. For over 35 years, 

TONE has built a solid reputation for delivering premier communications management solutions, exceptional technology 

expertise, and unparalleled service and support.

http://twitter.com/#!/tonesoftware
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tone-Software/247190675293606

